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Functions of Operating Systems 
� Provides access to the various hardware resources (e.g., CPU,memory, and devices)

� An operating system runs security, scheduling, and resource mechanisms to provide

processes with access to the resources
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Security
� Ensuring the security of all processes run on the system

� For example, a file system must not allow a process request to access

one file to overwrite the disk space allocated to another file.

� Also, file systems must ensure that one write operation is not impacted

by the data being read or written in another operation.

� Scheduling mechanisms must ensure availability of resources to

processes to prevent denial of service attacks.

� OS Attacks: The misuse of OS’s mechanisms to maliciously impact the

execution of another process
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SECURITY GOALS

� The system implements accesses to system resources that satisfy the following:

secrecy, integrity, and availability

� A system access is traditionally stated in terms of which subjects (e.g., processes and

users) can perform which operations (e.g., read and write) on which objects (e.g., files

and sockets).

� Secrecy requirements limit the objects that individual subjects can read because

objects may contain secrets that not all subjects are permitted to know.

� Integrity requirements limit the objects that subjects can write because objects may

contain information that other subjects depend on for their correct operation. Some

subjects may not be trusted to modify those objects.

� Availability requirements limit the system resources (e.g., storage and CPU) that

subjects may consume because they may exhaust these resources.
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Threats of Security Goals

� Vulnerabilities of OS’s mechanisms

� Vulnerabilities of Hardware’s mechanisms

� OS security in association with Computer security
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